
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
financial supervisor. Please review the list of responsibilities and qualifications.
While this is our ideal list, we will consider candidates that do not necessarily have
all of the qualifications, but have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for financial supervisor

Ensure your teams’ processes support effective, efficient operations as
measured by key performance indicators
Empower your team by removing the obstacles to simple, standard, scalable
solutions
Foster continued development in your team and your team members
The overall integrity of the fabricating value of inventory
The integrity of the metal closing processes and results
Leading, executing, and driving unit cost reduction efforts
Providing an accurate decision support system to facilitate pertinent business
decisions
Leading and driving change within the existing financial processes supporting
these operations
Leading the closing process, including, but not limited to liaising with FSS,
Reviewing and signing off on account reconciliations and Balance-sheet
reviews
Evaluating financial implications of long-term commercial contracts and
recommend opportunity to improve and/or protect existing profit levels

Qualifications for financial supervisor

3-5years combined mortgage experience including loss mitigation, loan
modification, underwriting, bankruptcy, foreclosure, strongly preferred
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Candidate must be able to work both independently and as an effective team
player
Candidate must have strong computer skills including, MSP, Word, Excel,
Access, Visio and PowerPoint
Associate degree, technical degree of four years college course work and five
years experience in banking or similar environment or any equivalent
combination of education and experience that would demonstrate the ability
to successfully perform the essential functions of this position is necessary
Responsible for ensuring the execution of the Enterprise Risk Model (ERM)
and control framework within Finance including identification of risks and
controls and remedial actions to address all points preventative measures to
ensure such does not occur in the future


